
To recruit a partner and launch 
domestic·global business according to business schedule
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Phon  +82 (0) 10-8100-2907
Office +82 (0) 70-8600-1254
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Email  backgu@daum.net

· Prototype production, usability TEST
· Composing initial core human resources,  
  recruiting PARTNER

· Test and correction
· Recruiting partner, launching and
  advertisement, marketing

· Test and correction
· launching and advertisement,
  marketing

PARTNER : shopping jockey, sales company, vendor, 
                   manufacturer etc.

PARTNER : shopping jockey, sales company, vendor, 
                   manufacturer etc.

Global Payment

Global home shopping platform

New wind 
blowing in
smart TV 
open market!
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High barrier to 
entry of home shopping! 
Now its time to enjoy, everybody Small and medium 
sized studio, private broadcaster, etc, can do. Do 
you have anything to sell, now start it You are the 
shopping jockey(SJ)

ON AIR00:00

개인방송의 선두주자

가격:00.000구매하기

NEW TREND

VJ
Video

journalist

BJ
Broadcasting

jocky

SJ
SHOPPING

JOCKY!!

ALISEO(trade wind) + On Air(broadcasting) 
= Global home shopping platform

Crefun co. ltd., is the corporation specified in ICT, to develop 
open market platform based on video. We have been 
preparing a global service, open market platform based on 
N-screen from project “aliseon”. Crefun co. ltd.’s aliseon gives 
smart specificity to video based home shopping, through 
that seller directly upload its contents to overcome the 
disadvantage of conventional home shopping which mainly 
consists of transmission, it enables customer to buy and 
compare prices, etc.

Aliseon is the most optimized electronic 
commerce platform based on video,to 
fast changing video environment

N-Screen
Service that one registration can 
enable to use home shopping video in 
various devices

Multi live channel(MCN)*
· Available to everybody broadcasting own
  products globally
· Direct communication with customer with 
  its own shopping channel

Home shopping VOD(video)
· Home shopping VOD available for searching
  and comparing prices 
· To be able to see on-line whenever it is.
· Seller can sell more by convenient buying a product

Product information video
· To describe how to use by specialist
· Providing reasonable decision to buy it 
  via video

What is MCN?, the abbreviation for multi channel network, it 
means that one can provide various videos(contents) via one 
channel.

01:30/20:00

01:30/20:00

No anxiety, All in broadcasting 
Providing mobile App and PC-web for broadcasting

IOS WINDOW LINUX

Independent producer can start home shopping video 
business with us

Manufacturer, distributor, vendor Video producerSeller

MY
BRAND

My own brand 
shop through 

“shop and shop”

One third commission 
compared to others

Advertising a product to 
customer through our 

SNS channel

S/W

OBS

Video 
producer

Tablet
Phone

Desktop
SmartTV

Notebook

ON AIR

시청자1 : 실시간 방송 알리세온 !!! 

채팅창 pet

financial
products

clothes

educationㆍ
lesson

tasty restaurantㆍ
accommodation

agricultureㆍ
turn to farming

air flightㆍ
trip

health

electronic
devices

Open market to take part in all together.

Cntents environment

Cntents compositions Cntents category

open market platform
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